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2nd Day Dai-sesshin

Yesterday I explained a little bit about the part we read again today, where the

monk asks about Buddha and dharma.  The monk asks about What Buddha is, and

what is dharma.  That is, what is the Buddha’s teaching. 

The first question we have to face is what Buddha is.  I spoke at great length

yesterday explaining what Buddha is.  But as I just said, the question was not only What

is Buddha, the monk asked what is Buddha-dharma?  What is the Buddha’s dharma?

What is the Buddha’s teaching? 

The first thing I need you to place in your hearts and not forget as you listen to

this teisho is that  when you hear buppo  仏法 ,  or  Buddha-dharma, that means the

teaching of the Buddha.  When can simply say that the teaching of the Buddha is the

teaching of an enlightened person.  That is dharma.  Dharma means the teaching of an

enlightened person.  Conversely, we can say that a Buddha is someone who teaches

the teaching of dharma.  

The word dharma does mean teaching, but dharma also refers to the activity that

forms this entire Great Cosmos, and all of us who live in it.

A person who has manifested the wisdom that clearly grasps this Dharma activity

that forms the cosmos that is our home, and all of us, is called a Buddha.  At least as

one way of defining an enlightened person we say an enlightened person is someone

who has manifested the wisdom that knows this activity that forms the universe, and

forms us.  

These days in Japanese we have come to use the word bukkyo  仏教 to mean

Buddhism, or the teaching of the Buddha, but that is a modern term, and in the old days
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we almost always used buppo, Buddha-dharma.  Buddha-dharma means the teaching

of the one who is enlightened into the activity that forms the universe.  It does not refer

to a teaching that is about God.  Buddha-dharma does not say that God created the

world.  

A Buddha is a person who manifests the wisdom that knows this activity that

forms everything.   Sometimes  it  is  simply  said  that  Buddha  is  God,  that  God  and

Buddha refer to the same thing, but you should not superficially misunderstand that.  A

Buddha is not God.

I began telling you yesterday that the Buddha taught that when we investigate

this activity that forms the universe we find that it is not possible to get to the bottom of

that activity without somehow recognizing two fundamental opposing activities. 

Speaking of these two opposing activities, they are the activities of living and

dying.  Or the activity of having and the activity of not having, the activities of existing

and not existing.  Or we can call these two opposing activities the activity that forms

man and the activity that forms woman.  It can equally well be said that the two activities

are on the one hand the activity that makes heaven, and on the other hand the activity

that makes this earth.  Similarly to thinking in terms of life and death, we can also see

these  two  activities  as  the  activity  of  growing  and  the  activity  of  regressing  or

deteriorating.  They also are the activities of expanding and contracting.  To investigate

these  two  activities,  and  to  put  them  into  practice  is  Tathagata  Zen.   Without

acknowledging these two opposing activities it simply is not possible to manifest the

wisdom that knows how we are born, how we appear, and oppositely how we vanish,

how we die.   That is why we acknowledge these two activities.   We simply cannot

understand  the nature of our birth without acknowledging and recognizing the activities

of mother and father.  These are the two activities that give us our birth, and we further

see clearly that the activity that forms father is the expanding activity, and the activity

that forms mother is the contracting activity. 
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However,  actually,  mother  and  father  will,  reluctantly,  finally,  vanish.   The

activities that make mother and father, however, never vanish.  The activity forms father

is the plus activity, and the activity that forms mother is the minus activity.  These two

activities  of  plus  and  minus,  even  when  mother  and  father  vanish,  these  two

fundamental activities have not vanished.

All we existent beings are the same in this.  We all are formed in the same way,

through the activities of plus and minus.  It is the activities of plus and minus that form

us.  It is not mother and father who directly form us.  We are all children of plus and

minus, not directly of mother and father.  

Mother and father, before the birth of the child,were not mother and father.  They

were only the simple, pure activities of plus and minus.  It is together with the activity of

birthing  the  child  that  plus  then becomes father,  and minus then becomes mother.

When the child appears, that is when, for the first time, mother and father also appear.

According to Tathagata Zen, therefore, we can clearly say that mother, father, and child

are all born simultaneously.  

When we continue our investigation into the activities of plus and minus in the

practice of Tathagata Zen, at least as one temporary way of investigating, we call the

plus activity the activity of the object, and the minus activity the activity of the subject.

You often hear the expression, “Guest and host,” in Tathagata Zen, and guest means

the plus, object activity, and host means the minus, subject activity.  Although we do

teach  in  that  way,  we  also  say  very  clearly  that  even  though  we  can  temporarily

recognize the plus, expanding activity as the guest, as the object, it is not fixated as the

guest or object.  In the same way, although there is the minus, contracting activity, it is

not  fixated  doing  minus  or  contracting.   We  say  that  there  are  times  when  the

contracting activity will do expanding. 

In the same way when we consider the plus activity to be the male activity and

the minus activity to be the female activity, those activities also are not fixated.  There
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will be times when the man changes into woman, disguises as woman, and does the

female activity.  In the same way, woman is not fixated as woman.  There will be cases

when she takes the form of man, disguises herself as man, and does the male activity.

Although  there  are  times  when  plus  incarnates  into  minus,  and  oppositely  minus

changes into plus and takes the plus form, we do say that originally plus is plus and

minus is minus.  

However, we warn you, if you yourself fixate yourself as a man or a woman,

thinking in a fixated way, “I am a man,” or “I am a woman,” then you will not be able to

understand the true thinking of Buddhism.  

These two activities of man and woman, plus and minus are, clearly, opposite

from each other, but Buddhism says that everybody knows that those two opposing

activities undoubtedly meet each other.   Because the plus activity  is  the expanding

activity and the minus activity is contracting, it could be thought that it would not be

possible  for  these  two  absolutely  opposite  activities  to  meet  each  other.   We  all,

however, do, from our own experience, know that plus and minus, man and woman,

meet, and so we should be able to clearly understand that these two opposing activities

of expanding and contracting are not acting on parallel, un-meeting courses.  They must

be somehow acting within one shared world, and we have to find a way to recognize

that.

Plus and minus, expanding and contracting are working within one shared world,

and they meet, but Tathagata Zen says that you have to find a way to recognize that

before they meet they had an origin, a place from which they departed.  It is only after

having left that place of origin that they then meet.  Plus and minus have met each

other, and then they ask each other, “Where did you come from?” and they must, of

course, answer, from the plus side, “I came from the origin of plus,” and minus also

clearly answers, “I came from the origin of minus.”

Now another problem arises for us.  Plus and minus have met, but what about
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that situation of having met?  Can it be fixated?  The teaching of Buddhism teaches

about this from the point of view of having clearly experienced it, and says, Of course,

as anyone who has developed their function of wisdom to some degree already knows,

the point of meeting is not fixated.  Without fail plus and minus both break through the

place of meeting, and plus goes on to arrive at the origin of minus, and minus, similarly,

goes on to arrive at the origin of plus. 

When minus breaks through the meeting of plus and minus now she has the

world of plus as her place to act in, and acting within that world of plus, in the end, she

arrives at the very source of plus.  Plus also breaks through the meeting of plus and

minus, and now he is in the world that minus had previously been walking through, and

he experiences that minus world,  until  he arrives at the source of minus.  Plus and

minus are both simultaneously acting in each other’s world.  Plus is chasing the minus

activity, that is to say chasing so as to see clearly into every aspect of the minus activity,

and at the very same time minus is chasing the plus activity to fathom him completely,

until they both, at the same time, arrive at the source of the other.  

The way of teaching of Zen is a very difficult one, because we say that when plus

and minus break through, or pass through the place that they had met it may seem, in

fact it does seem that they are now separating from each other, but they are not truly

separating from each other, because through that breakthrough plus experiences the

world that minus had been walking through, and minus experiences the world that plus

had been walking through.

If we think of the plus activity as the husband and the minus activity as the wife,

then they meet,  and then they break through that meeting.  Then the husband will,

undoubtedly, think, “I am pretty sure that my wife is unerringly walking the path that I

was just walking,” but just to make sure he turns around to look at her.

Just to make sure you do not misunderstand this I would like to repeat that the

teaching of Tathagata Zen is to say that without fail the plus activity will arrive at the
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origin of minus, and the minus activity will arrive at the origin of plus.   

When husband and wife arrive at each other’s sources, then for the husband

there is no more world of his wife to experience.  He has completely seen into all of her

world, and the wife is the same.  She doesn’t need to do the activity of seeing clearly

into the husband’s world anymore, because she has completely done that.  They are

both in the situation of not having to move forward anymore.  In fact, even if they tried to

move forward there is simply no other place for them to move forward into.  There is no

more world left to advance into, so there is no need to move forward.

They do not,  however,  stop moving.  They continue to move, or act,  by now

doing an about face.  Simultaneously they both turn around, and now they are looking

towards each other.  The reason why they do this activity of turning around is because

both functions never cease to be doing their activity.  They are unceasingly acting, and

so their action becomes this movement of turning around.

When husband and wife are looking at each other, already the husband, having

arrived at the wife’s origin, and turned around, is doing the wife’s activity.  In the same

way, the wife, who is now at the very source of her husband, turns around, and now as

she looks back towards him, already she is doing the husband’s activity.  The teaching

of Tathagata Zen says that this activity is what you should be carefully contemplating

when you do zazen: the activity of husband arrives at the very source of his wife, and

then, at once, becomes the wife’s activity, and turns around.  The activity of the wife

arrives at the very origin of her husband, and arriving at that origin she becomes his

activity, she becomes him, and turns around and looks towards him.

Husband and wife are looking at each other, and the husband will think, “I know,

without doubt, that my wife is at my source.”  The wife, likewise, will  think, “I  know,

undoubtedly, that my husband is at the origin of minus.”  They are capable of thinking in

that way, but they cannot, in fact, see each other.  Why do you think?  This is very

difficult.  They both have turned around, and are looking towards each other, and they
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both are thinking, “It should be abut time that my wife has finally arrived at my source,”

“I would expect that my husband has gotten back to my source by now,” but they cannot

see that, although they can think it.  Why?  The teaching of Tathagata Zen implores you

to carefully sit zazen and contemplate this principle. 

When plus and minus have arrived  at each other’s origins, when we take up the

subject of the minus activity, the activity of the wife, she has experienced the plus world

of her husband, but only half of it.   When we look back at the time when they first met

each other that was a situation in which plus and minus were both in the state of not

having experienced each other’s worlds at all.  It is only when they meet that for the first

time they both think, “I must experience her.  I must experience him, and fathom his

very source.”  Then, after that thought, they do break through, and they do arrive at the

origin of the other.  The wife arrives at the source of her husband, but she has only

experienced half of her husband.  Although she is at the origin of her husband, she has

not truly experienced all  of him.  The husband is the same.  He breaks through the

meeting place, and arrives at the origin of his wife, but only half of the whole has been

experienced in a way in which husband and wife are experiencing it  together.  The

husband has only truly experienced half of his wife.  The husband has experienced half

of the whole together with his wife, and the wife, also, has only experienced half of the

whole together with her husband.  Both have not experienced the entire body.

If we consider the whole body, so to speak, as a round ball, and then that ball is

cut in two, it is that half of a ball that both have truly experienced, not the entire ball.  

In this situation, when both are at the origin of the other, as I said before, they are

capable of thinking, “I  must go back to my own origin,”  but they are not capable of

actually seeing back all  the way to their own origins.  This means, in fact, that they

cannot  experience all  the way back to  their  own origin.   That  is  what  is  meant  by

“seeing” in this situation. 

Here they are at each other’s origins, and then both husband and wife forthrightly
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decide that they must experience the complete other, they must completely experience

the entire body with the other, and so, again, they begin to act, to move.  

When plus does experience the world of minus, and minus experiences the world

of plus, that place where plus and minus are experiencing each other, where they are

experiencing together, is called the manifestation of the world of zero.  The world of

zero is a place where the experience of not needing to assert the “I am” occurs.  When

husband and wife are experiencing together then the ego is gone.  

Here, when they begin to act again, because they are in worlds of zero, they can

act without thought, freely, and so freely, again, they come into the state of meeting

each other. 

However, plus and minus cannot unconditionally meet each other now.   The

reason why when plus and minus are now doing their activity of returning to their own

origins they cannot unconditionally meet each other is because back when they first met

each other, when they were moving towards the origin of the other, and they broke

through each other, that initial break through also did not happen without conditions.

Both activities gave forth, we can say, one hundred millionth of themselves in order to

break through each other.  The teaching of Buddhism says that when plus and minus

both, simultaneously, give forth an equal one hundred millionth, shall we say, amount of

themselves, in order to break through, those two equal one hundred millionth portions

come together, and that is the very foundation of an existent being.  The teaching of

Buddhism and Tathagata Zen says that foundation of an existent being is the child who

has been given birth to by the activities of plus and minus.  

This is situation, a condition that you have to carefully contemplate.  Plus and

minus had arrived at each other’s origins, and that is when, before they begin their

journey back to their own place of origin, they take on the form of the other.  That is

when plus now does contracting, and minus now does expanding.  Doing the activity of

the opposite they meet their child.
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When the plus activity is doing minus, and on his way back to his own origin, this

is the time when for the first time he meets his child.  Minus is similar.  Plus and minus

are comrades in transformation in this situation, and minus is now doing the expanding

activity,  and  minus  now,  doing  expanding,  meets  her  child,  and  meets  the  un-

transformed minus portion of that child.  So, the minus activity is now doing plus, has

transformed herself into the plus activity, and meets the child, and at once, she picks up

the minus portion of that child, and then immediately she has become the completed

activity of minus.  Here minus has arrived back at her own origin.  

The plus activity, when he is on his way back to his own origin is now taking the

form of minus, and doing contracting.  He meets his child.  Then he takes back the

portion of that child that is the original plus activity, and then becomes  complete, and

returns to his own origin.  And having arrived back at the origin of expanding, at the

origin of plus, he no longer has to do the activity of transformation.

Now they both are finally back at their own source.  However, they also, here, do

not stop.  Again they turn around, and plus and minus again are looking at each other.  

This is when for the first time a new way of wisdom, a new way of knowing is

manifest.  This is when for the first time both plus and minus manifest the wisdom that

knows the entire experience.  This is when they both manifest the wisdom that knows

they are both holding this one shared world together.  This is the teaching of Tathagata

Zen that comes from experiencing it.

If we name the original condition of the origin in which plus and minus were at

their own origins, but hadn’t met yet, the condition of the origin of level one, then after

this one repetition of expanding and  contracting, the new condition where they have

again arrived at their origins is a newly manifest condition of the origin.  This newly

manifest condition of the origin is the level two condition of the origin. 

What I  am speaking about  here is  the process,  the principle   of  growth  and

development. 
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This new condition of  the origin,  this  level  two condition of  the origin  only  is

manifest after plus and minus have done both the activity of unifying with each other

and the activity of separating from each other.  This is very difficult, but the teaching of

Tathagata Zen says that it is only when guest and host, when man and woman, plus

and minus do the activity of separating from each other and then the activity of unifying

with  each other  that  a  new condition  of  the  origin  is  manifest,  that  the  process  of

growing and developing has taken place.

The condition of the origin is the state of oneness.  When the condition of the

origin does the activity of separation that means that for the first time an existent being

is manifest in between the activities of plus and minus.  When that state of separation

again manifests  a state of  unification  that  is  when a new condition  of  the origin  is

manifest.  

Please do not forget, and carefully contemplate that the teaching of Tathagata

Zen  says  that  it  is  only  after  repeating  both  separation  of  subject  and  object  and

unification of subject and object that a new condition of the source is manifest.  

Through repeating separation and then unification a new condition of the origin is

manifest, and each time this newly manifest condition of the origin appears it is always a

condition of complete unification of all  of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, all  of plus and

minus. 

New levels of the condition of the origin are manifest at levels 2,3, 4, 5 and on

and  on,  and  each  time  a  condition  of  the  origin  is  manifest  that  is  a  condition  of

perfection, a condition of the manifestation of true nature.  These states of perfection

are called states of the complete oneness of plus and minus.  They are states of the

perfect Dharma activity.  

These states of the perfect Dharma manifestation are also personified and called

states of the manifestation of true love.  Conversely we can say that the manifestation of

true love is the manifestation of complete Dharma.
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However, don’t forget that the manifestations of true love only appear after the

Dharma activity has done both the separation and then the unification of subject and

object.  Therefore the love of the separation of subject and object is as yet still imperfect

love.   Hearing  that  you  might  think  that  the  unification  of  plus  and  minus  is  the

manifestation of true love, but that is not the case.  That is also not true love.  The

manifestation of true love is a repetitive activity that is always repeating the states of

separation and unification of subject and object, both, over and over again.  True love is

never a fixated thing.  One true nature is never a fixated  thing.  The manifestation of

true love is always acting, always an action, always an activity.  The moment you think it

has appeared it is gone.  The moment you think it is gone it has appeared again.  

However, for people who really do not understand this at all we temporarily teach

in  a  fixated  way  and  say  that  unification  of  subject  and  object  is  true  love.   We

temporarily teach that the unification of subject and object is the manifestation of true

love, is the manifestation of one true nature, is the dharmakaya, the appearance the

cosmic Buddha Vairochana.  This is a temporary fixation used to teach. Temporarily we

fixate  and  teach  in  this  way,  but  truly,  as  I  have  been  telling  you,  of  course,  the

dharmakaya is not fixated. If we do posit the existence of God then God also is not a

fixated thing.  True love also is in no way a fixated thing.

The moment you think of true love in a fixated way you are thinking of everything

in a fixated way.  You are manifesting a fixated way of thinking, way of consciousness,

and this is the origin of all human unhappiness.

Never fixate!  Never fixate the manifestation of love!  

However, if you do for yourself the repetitive activity of separation and unification

of  subject  and  object  you  will  also  see  that  undoubtedly  states  of  fixation  appear,

undoubtedly love will be fixated at limits of the love activity.  But, it is unacceptable to

fixate those states of fixation!  Those limits will also, inevitably, break apart.  

The conclusion that I am trying to teach you is that the moment you fixate any of
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these things; God, Buddha, true love, one true nature it is no longer Buddha-dharma. 

Let’s say that here we have understood half of what the Buddha activity is, half of

what the Dharma activity is.  Tomorrow I must fill in the parts that were inadequate or

that I left out today, so that you will really be able to clearly grasp that the nature of love

is not to be fixated, that the true nature of any existent being is to be not fixated. 

Today we went way over our allotted time, so I should stop now.

終

The End
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